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Abstract—In this paper, we analyze the effects of hardware
impairments on 77GHz FMCW automotive radar performance.
Joint in-phase/quadrature imbalance (IQI) and phase noise
effects on frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) radar
transceiver front-end are modeled through statistical analysis
of distortion and noise. We derive the signal to distortion
plus noise ratio, constant false alarm rate, and range-Doppler
sensitivity analysis for both the joint and the individual effects
of impairments and validate the formulations with simulations.
The represented modeling and analysis can be used in millimetre
wave (mmWave) FMCW automotive radar signal processing
algorithms for optimum transceiver design.
Index Terms—Hardware impairments, phase noise, IQI, additive noise modeling, constant false alarm rate, FMCW automotive
radar.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Following the advancement of 5G networks and everincreasing applications of millimeter wave (mmWave) radio
signals, radar sensors data fusion with ultrasound sensors,
LiDAR, and cameras are now considered as the main candidates for advanced driver assistant systems (ADASs) as well
as autonomous driving (AD). In particular, because of their
robustness against adverse lighting and weather conditions,
radar sensors are considered a key technology for modern
vehicle safety and comfort systems. While autonomous driving
using radar sensors is still in the prototype stage, it is expected
that by following the trend toward higher automation, more
cars will be equipped with radar sensors in the near future
comprising the advantages of AD and ADAS systems.
ADASs directly influence the vehicle dynamics, and very
strict rules are profiled for maintaining road users’ safety in
the new regulating functional safety (FuSa) requirements, such
as those introduced in the ISO 26262 standard [1]. As an
obligation to follow these standards, accuracy and performance
of frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) automotive
radar systems need to fulfill recommended requirements. One
of the most concerning items in FMCW radar design regarding
accuracy and performance, is the hardware impairments whose
effects are inevitable and need to be analyzed meticulously.
Relevant hardware impairments are e.g., non-linear distortions
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in the power amplifier, phase noise (PN), in-phase and quadrature imbalance (IQI), timing jitter, and spurious emissions.
The first step in handling the destructive effects of hardware
impairments is to analyze them with the aid of accurate
models. Evaluating the performance in terms of impairment
parameters and residual effects is studied extensively in both
communication [2]–[5] and radar [6]–[12] literature within
several different settings. Phase noise, IQI, and oscillator spurs
are the most severe hardware impairments in the FMCW radar
systems [6], [12]. Signal distortions due to the PN contained
in the transmit signal and their effect on the range precision
and detection sensitivity are studied in [7]. The impact of PN
on the spatial resolution due to variations of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and induced limitation on the maximum range
estimation is shown in [8]. Authors in [9], explain the range
resolution sensitivity in terms of broadened object peak due
to deterioration of the PN characteristic. In [10], the authors
showed that there may be an additional distortion, caused
by the transient response of the phase locked loop, resulting
in deviations in sinusoidal nonlinearities in the chirp signal
referred to as spurious oscillations (spurs). In [11], the authors
represent the effect of IQI in FMCW radar and examine
FMCW radars with both IQ mismatch of single channels and
mismatch between channels. In [12], authors calculate the
Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of IQI estimation in FMCW
radar receivers in terms of gain and phase errors.
In this paper, we will use additive noise modeling
introduced in [2], to analyze the joint effect of IQI and
phase noise in mmWave FMCW automotive radar. Following
the cost-performance trade-off in the mass-production of
automotive radar sensors, system designers need to have
accurate measures for optimizing the design in the production
chain, and for doing so, they need to know the contribution of
each hardware impairment effect on the system performance
and the resulting cost for compensation in detailed scales.
This concern is not fully addressed in the literature, and in this
paper, the motivation behind using additive noise modeling is
to fulfill the demand for an accurate and tractable measure on
the contribution of each hardware impairment on the system
performance in both transceiver design and calibration process.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we explain
the mmWave FMCW automotive radar system model, and

illustrate the effect of joint IQI and phase noise by using
additive noise modeling. In Section III, we validate the analytic
study with simulations, and finally, the paper is concluded in
Section IV.

A. FMCW Automotive Radar System Model
As its name, in frequency-modulated continuous wave
radars the transmitted signal is a frequency-modulated signal.
Considering linear frequency modulation, the transmitted RF
signal can be expressed as
(1)

where b = B/T is the slope of linear modulation considering
bandwidth B and pulse duration T . In the receiver, the
received signal is then multiplied with the conjugated transmit
signal (results in the so-called video signal), down-converted
and sampled for range-Doppler-angle signal processing. In
FMCW radar systems, for estimating the Doppler (velocity
estimation), a sequence of K frequency modulated pulses
are usually transmitted, and for angle (bearing) estimation,
usually a phased array in the transceiver receives the signal.
Considering the base-band transmitted signal as
2

s(t) = ejπbt ,

(2)

the received kth chirp in antenna element n reflecting back
from M targets after downconversion can be written as [13]:

xn,k (t) =

M
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II. P ROBLEM FORMULATION

b
sRF (t) = exp(j2π[fc + t]t),
2

Y [p, q, θ, ϕ] =
k

d

d

y[l, k, n]e−j2πp L e−j2πq K ej2π λ nh sin θ cos ϕ ej2π λ nv sin ϕ ,
(5)
where p, q, θ, and ϕ are the arguments of Fourier spectrum
for range, Doppler, azimuth, and elevation with L as the total
number of samples in one chirp, and N as the total number of
antenna elements in each direction of planar array. The planar
array is considered as uniform with nh and nv as the indices
for antenna elements with antenna spacing d in the horizontal
and vertical directions in the MIMO radar transceiver, where
n = nh + H(nv − 1) with H horizontal antennas [13].
By obtaining the four dimensional processed data, the target
detection is made through comparing the 4-D data cells with a
reference threshold while considering noise level to be known.
This method is known as constant false alarm rate (CFAR) in
the radar community [14], and automotive radars use CFAR
detection considering the following condition:
2

|Y [p, q, θ, ϕ]| > T + σ̂v2 [p, q, θ, ϕ],

(6)

where T is the CFAR threshold and σ̂v2 [p, q, θ, ϕ] is the
noise variance, estimated around the 4-D cell defined by its
arguments [13].
B. Modeling of Phase Noise and IQI in FMCW Radar
The transmitted signal impaired considering phase noise
ϕ(t) can be represented by [2]:
sT (t) = ej(2πfc t + ϕ(t)) s(t),

(7)

m=1

(3)
where τm , fdm , and ∆τm,n are the time delay, Doppler
shift of the mth target, and the delay difference between the
antenna array origin and the nth antenna for the mth target.
After multiplication with the conjugated transmit signal and
sampling with sampling time Ts , the resulting video signal
can be obtained as:
∗

and then the received signal can be written as:
x(t) = Aej(2πfc (t−τ ) + ϕ(t−τ )) s(t − τ ) + ω(t),

(8)

where ϕ(t) is a random walk process. By multiplying (8) with
the conjugate of reference signal (7), the video signal can be
obtained as:
y(t) = s∗T (t)x(t) =

y[l, k, n] = xn,k (lTs )s (lTs ) =
Ae−j(2πfc t + ϕ(t)) s∗ (t)(ej(2πfc (t−τ ) + ϕ(t−τ )) s(t − τ ) + ω(t))
M
P
m=1

2

Am ejπbτm e−j2πbτm lTs ej2πT fdm k ej2πfc ∆τm,n +ω̃n,k (lTs ).

(4)
By considering ω̃n,k (lTs ) as zero-mean white Gaussian noise
in the base-band, the optimum estimator (reaching the CRLB)
of an unknown frequency component in linear frequency
modulated exponential observed in finite time interval, is the
maximum of the absolute value of its Fourier spectrum [14].
Now to find the desired four frequency component parameters
namely range, Doppler, azimuth, and elevation of the target,
we need to apply a 4-D FFT on (4), and then finding the
maximum in each dimension. The 4-D FFT can be applied as
[13]:

= Aej∆ϕ(t) βz(t) + ω̃(t),
(9)
where ∆ϕ(t) = ϕ(t − τ ) − ϕ(t) is a zero-mean wide-sense
stationary ergodic process [15], ω̃(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian
random variable independent from ∆ϕ(t), β = e−j2πfc τ is a
deterministic function of delay, and z(t) is the deterministic
base-band video signal defined as:
z(t) = s∗ (t)s(t − τ ) = ejπbτ

2

−j2πbτ t

,

(10)

and the final base-band signal considering IQI with complex
factor α can be represented by:

∗

yB (t) = y(t) + αy (t) =
Aej∆ϕ(t) βz(t) + ω̃(t) + Aαe−j∆ϕ(t) β ∗ z ∗ (t) + αω̃ ∗ (t).
(11)
By considering ∆ϕ(t) small enough, we can approximate the
exponential of ∆ϕ(t) with its Taylor expansion and rewrite
(11) as [2]
yB (t)≈
Az(t) + Aj∆ϕ(t)βz(t) + ω̃(t) − jA∗ α∆ϕ(t)β ∗ z ∗ (t)
−jA∗ αβ ∗ z ∗ (t) + αω̃ ∗ (t),
(12)
Now, we can define the error (distortion) term (Π) and the
desired term (Λ) as follows
Π = ω̃(t) − jA∗ α∆ϕ(t)β ∗ z ∗ (t) − jA∗ αβ ∗ z ∗ (t) + αω̃ ∗ (t)
+jA∆ϕ(t)βz(t),
(13)
Λ = Az(t),

(14)

Where according to the assumptions on ∆ϕ(t) and ω̃(t) being
zero-mean Gaussian random variables, and according to the
fact that z(t) is a periodic exponential function and the crosscorrelation of a periodic exponential with its conjugate is zero,
Λ and Π become uncorrelated, then we can obtain the power
of Λ and Π as follows
2
σΠ
= E[ΠΠ∗ ] =

|A|2 |α|2 |β|2 Pd + E[|ω̃(t)|2 + |α|2 |ω̃(t)|2
(15)
+|A|2 |β|2 Pd ∆ϕ2 (t)] =
|A|2 |α|2 |β|2 Pd + (1 + |α|2 )σω2 + |A|2 |β|2 Pd σϕ2 ,
2
σΛ
= E[ΛΛ∗ ] = |A|2 Pd ,

(16)

R
1

where Pd = T |z(t)|2 dt is the power of the deterministic
video signal without impairments. Equations (15) and (16)
provide a clear picture of how different impairments contribute
to the desired signal and the distortion, from where we can
analyze the effect of each impairment separately.
To collect all the parameters in a single metric and track
them more easily, we can use signal to distortion plus noise
ratio (SDNR) [2]
SDNR =

2
σΛ
2
σΠ

(17)

We will evaluate the effect of impairments based on analyzing
this metric together with CFAR in the simulations.
The CFAR condition based on (6) will not satisfy the
presumed probability of detection and false alarm in case of

having hardware impairments, consequently. The CFAR condition should be changed according to estimation algorithms
and compensation/mitigation scenarios, then, the new CFAR
2
2
condition will be a function of σΛ
and σΠ
2

2
2
2
|YHI [p, q, θ, ϕ]| > T (σ̂Λ
, σ̂Π
) + σ̂Π
[p, q, θ, ϕ],

(18)

where YHI [p, q, θ, ϕ] is the digital video signal considering
2
2
hardware impairments, and σ̂Λ
and σ̂Π
are the estimated
2
2
desired and distortion powers. The threshold T (σ̂Λ
, σ̂Π
) is a
2
2
function of σ̂Λ and σ̂Π which should be determined based on
the hardware impairment parameter estimations which by now
is out of the scope of this paper and is left to be done in an
extension of this paper in future.
III. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND N UMERICAL A NALYSIS
We make the simulation setups to illustrate the effects of
IQI and phase noise on the performance of FMCW radar in
different scenarios to analyze the effect of each impairment
individually and also in combination together. In this way, we
define two different scenarios as follows:
• Scenario 1: A single moving target in presence of IQI
and phase noise
• Scenario 2: Two moving targets in presence of phase
noise without IQI
For both of these scenarios we analyse the range-Doppler
map without considering angle estimation, using the following
setups:
• Carrier frequency of fc = 77 GHz
• Bandwidth of B = 300 MHz
• Pulse duration of T = 7 µsec (chirp duration)
• 256 FFT beans for range analysis
• 128 FFT beans for Doppler analysis (equal to the number
of chirps)
• Hamming window is applied on range FFT beans to
reduce sidelobes.
• We have considered probability of false alarm 0.1 % for
CFAR detections.
In Fig. 1, the simulation results are presented for Scenario
1, where we have considered both IQI and phase noise for a
single moving target. Fig. 1.a, depicts the range-Doppler map
for a target in the distance of 80 meter from radar and at the
speed of 50 m/s, but due to the effect of IQI, a fake target
appears at the distance of 48 m and speed of 210 m/s. Fig.
1.b shows the Doppler and range in separate sweep where we
can see the position and speed of the fake target more clearly.
In the Doppler sweep, the Doppler spectrum becomes wider
and more noisy as we increase the phase noise variance. In
Fig. 1.c, the CFAR detection points above the threshold are
pointed out for the Range sweep, where the ghost image is
detected as a real target.
In Fig. 2, the simulation results are represented for Scenario
2 considering two moving targets. As depicted in Fig. 2.b
due to the effect of phase noise, the Doppler spectrum for
the two targets are dissolved in each other which makes it
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Fig. 1: Scenario 1, target at (range, velocity)=(80,50), SNR
2
= 5 dB, σPN
= 0.0001, α = 0.5 − 0.2j, SDNR = 1.8456
dB: a) Range-Doppler map, b) Range and velocity in separate
sweeps, c) CFAR detection for probability of false alarm 0.1%.

Fig. 2: Scenario 2, two targets at (range, veloc2
ity)=(90,70),(80,75), SNR = 5 dB, σPN
= 0.0001, α = 0,
SDNR = 3.16 dB: a) Range-Doppler map, b) Range and
velocity in separate sweeps, c) CFAR detection for probability
of false alarm 0.1%.
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Fig. 3: Scenario 1, target at (range, Doppler)=(80,50), SNR
2
= 5 dB, σPN
= 0.0001 for : a) α = 0.07 − 0.05j, SDNR =
3.1137 dB, b) α = 0.3 − 0.1j, SDNR = 2.6117 dB.

Fig.
4:
Scenario
2,
two
targets
at
(range,
2
Doppler)=(5,70),(10,75), SNR = 5 dB, σPN
= 0.0001,
2
α = 0, for : a) σPN
= 0.00005, SDNR= 3.1611, b)
2
σPN = 0.005, SDNR= 3.0501 dB.

difficult to find each target’s speed. In Fig. 2.c, the CFAR
detection failed to detect the target at 80 m again due to the
effect of phase noise. Later in Fig. 4 the effect of phase noise
on multi-target detection is explained for different values of
phase noise variance. The main message in this paper is that
by evaluating (16)-(19), we can have a clear sense about how
hardware impairments individually and also in combination
can affect the final system performance. In Fig. 3, the CFAR
detection for two different IQI factors are depicted addressing
two different cases where IQI can affect the detection or not.
In case of tracking IQI when we have the knowledge of phase
noise variance, it can be traced through (15)-(18) and CFAR
algorithms, where to how much extent the IQI factor α can be
increased such that the threshold stay above the fake image
in the range spectrum. On the other hand, in Fig. 4, CFAR

is depicted for two different values of phase noise power,
representing the effect of phase noise on the threshold of
CFAR detection where it can be seen that in the second case,
one of the targets is masked out. In this way, the phase noise
variance which can keep the threshold below the desired target
level, can be traced by using (15)-(18) and CFAR algorithm
similar to the former case for IQI. Details for the parametric
tolerance study of CFAR according to hardware impairment
components are left to be discussed in an extension of this
paper in future.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have made a statistical study on the effect
of hardware impairments on the performance of autonomous

FMCW radar by using additive noise modeling. As the main
advantage in comparison with other studies on hardware
impairments, the study and modeling presented in this paper
can accurately represent the effects of hardware impairments
by providing a term-by-term description of their individual and
combined effects. As a case study, we have studied the effects
of phase noise and IQI for different scenarios of single and
multi-target CFAR detection. We have also explained how the
current study can be further used for CFAR tolerance study in
presence of hardware impairments.
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